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1 
We use the following notation: P is a Dirichlet polynomial i.e., 
P(x)= f u,kx)‘” 
k=l 
(1.1) 
where nk, k= 1, 2 ,..., m, are real numbers, O<n, <n, < ... <n,; a,,(P) is 
the coefficient of xn in P(x), and the length of P is the number of non-zero 
coefficients in P. Further, p and q are always conjugate indices, i.e., 
1 Q p < +cc and l/p + l/q = 1. The interval over which the L,-norm is 
taken is assumed, without loss of generality, to be of the form [c, 11, 
0 < c < 1. (Since the length of a polynomial is not translation invariant, we 
cannot reduce all considerations to the case c = 0.) 
In [ 1 ] the following lemma played a crucial role: For every r E (0, 1) and 
for every polynomial P of length <m 
(1.2) 
where K= K((c, p; m, r) depends neither on n nor on the polynomial P. 
In this paper we give the following improvement of (1.2): 
THEOREM 1. If P is a Dirichlet polynomial of length m, given by (1.1) 
and if 
In, -n,l 2 1 for k=1,2 ,..., m, kfs (1.3) 
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then 
b,,(P)I bC(n,+ l)m-“yllm,p,c,l) (1.4) 
where C= C(c, m) depends neither on n, nor on P. 
The proof gives some information about the constant C. Let A = 
(2e/( 1 - c ‘/(mP1)))mP1. Then (1.4) h o swithC=Aifp=co,andwithC= Id 
2”‘A( 1 + A) if p < co. The estimate (1.4) is the best possible in the sense that 
there exists B, > 0 and polynomials P,,,, n = 1, 2,... of length m such that 
ldP,,,)I 3&h+ l)“~“~llP,,,IILp(~.I~ (1.5) 
(see [3]). It is sufficient o let P,,, = x”( 1 -x)” ‘. Then a,(P) = 1 and it is 
easy to check that 
so that (1.5) holds with B, = l/Km. 
Instead of (3) we can consider the apparently more general condition 
Min Ink - n,sl = h. (1.6) 
k.k#.t 
If the exponents nk in (1.1) satisfy (1.6) with h # 1 let 
i?(x)= f iiykXl’k, where ii,, = ank 
k=l 
and vk = l/h(n, + (1 - h)/p). Since 
%,(P) = &,(h (vk-v,I b 1 
and 
IIk.,,~~~,u = WIPII L,,(c.l), 
applying Theorem 1 to P we obtain the following result: If P is a Dirichlet 
polynomial of length m, given by (1.1 ), if (1.6) holds, and if h >, ho > 0, then 
where C = C(c, m, ho) is independent of n,, h, and P. 
From 
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where b,, = -a,,/a,,, it follows that any upper bound for the coefficient 
la,J provides a lower bound for the right-hand side of (1.7). Thus 
Theorem 1 can be phrased in the following dual form: 
THEOREM 1’. Let 120 and 
dC,p(xl, A’) = inf xi. - f b,x’j 
j= I II 
:bi~R,Aj>O,~Ai-I~~>l . 
L/de. 1) I 
Then there exist positive constants K, and K,, depending only on c and N, 
such that 
K,(1+ l))NP”p<dc,p(xi, N)<K,(i+ l)--‘-“p. (1.8) 
Under more restrictive conditions (1.8) was proved by Borosh, Chui, 
and Smith [3]. 
Two results, closely connected to Theorem l’, should be pointed out. 
Saff and Varga have proved the following theorem (part one of 
Theorem 3.1 in [4]). 
Let the k + 1 integers pO,..., pk be fixed, with 0 d pLo < pi < . . . < pk. For 
each non-negative integer n, set 
k-l 
xPk - 
Lx 
CJXP’ 
j=O L$o. I) 
where the inlimum is taken over all (co, cl,..., ck- ,) E Rk, and where 
1 <q<co. Then 
lim nk+ ‘IyE,, = f$ ii’ (pk - p,) 
“-CC . J=o 
where 
and rc,, is the class of all polynomials of degree at most n. 
In [2] one of the authors, using a theorem of Smith [S], has shown that 
the equality 
ill 
I 
inf xA- 1 ajxAJ :ajER,3LjER,1;15-~l~1,j=1 ,..., I 
j=l L,(O,l) 
= inf{ Ilx’( 1 - xP(log x))ll L,(o,l) : P polynomial of degree d I- 1 } 
holds if A< 1, and has conjectured that the same equality holds also for 
I”> 1. 
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2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1. 
We shall consider first the case p = co. Let A4 = max,. <x <, IP(x 
Odc<l, let r~(c, 1) and a=r ‘A~-‘) Evaluating the polynomial P at m . 
points &, j = 0, l,..., rn - 1 we obtain a system of m linear equations 
m 
c ank a ink = p(&), j=O, l,..., m- 1. 
k=l 
The determinant of this system is the Vandermonde determinant 
A, = A,(a”‘, an2,..., an,) = 
and so 
1 1 . 1 
an1 an2 . a”, 
a2n1 $nz . a 2% 
a(m- IhI a(m- lh a(m-wh 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
(2.2) 
A,,,= n (a”‘--a?). 
i,J = l,...,m 
i-cj 
(2.3) 
If Aj,k denotes the minor of A, corresponding to the entry in the jth row 
and the kth column, we obtain from (2.1) that 
a w =f f (-l)“kP(ai-‘) A,.k, k= I,..., m. (2.4) 
m,=l 
Explicit expressions for the minor Aj,k are known, and can easily be 
deduced. If aHk is replaced by z, from (2.2) and (2.3) it follows that 
where 
A,,- I.k = A,,- ,(anl,..., a’+‘, an4” ,..., anm). 
Computing the coefficient of zJP ’ on the right-hand side we find that 
(-l)~+kAi,k=(-l)k-lA,~,,k(-l)m~~a,_i(an’ ,..., ank~‘,ank+l ,..., a”-). 
P.5) 
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Here Go, q = 0, l,..., m - 1 are the elementary symmetric functions in m - 1 
variables: 
where the summation is extended over all subsets (s,, sz,..., sy) of car- 
dinality q of the set (1, 2 ,..., m - 1). 
Combining (2.4) and (2.5) we obtain 
a “*=(-*)‘f”* f (-1)/-l 
j= I 
XfJ -(a”‘,..., 
m--l 
ank-‘, ank+’ ,..., an”) P(a’- ‘). (2.6) 
We observe next that IP(aj- ‘)I d M and that the quantities cm-j are 
non-negative. Since C crm - j( y, ,..., y, - I) = n (1 + yj), we obtain 
iz, (- l)j- ‘a,_,(a”‘,..., aflk-‘, ank+’ ,..., an”) P(aj- ‘)I 
6 M f flm-,(an’ ,..., aflk-l, ank+’ ,..., an,) 
/=I 
On the other hand, from (2.3) it follows that 
= (anl -a”k). . . (a”A -I -ank)(ant- ank+l). . (a”h -a”“), 
Ifj < k we have a’Q - ank = a”/( 1 - ank -“I) > a?( 1 - a); and ifj > k, a”k - a”! > 
ank( 1 - a). So 
rn-~~nl+ ... +nk-,+(m-kh 
>(*-a) m- la(m- l)lzk 
It follows from (2.6), (2.7), and (2.8) that 
(2.8) 
la.i4((lp~)an 
> 
m-1 
M, where n=n,. 
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Since am ~ ’ = r, and I was an arbitrary number in [c, 1) we can choose now 
ain [c M+ ‘) 1) so that the right-hand side of (2.9) takes its smallest value. 
For that we need to distinguish two cases: 
(i) if n/(n+ l)>,~~‘(“-~), we choose a=n/(n+ 1); 
(ii) if n/(n + 1) < cl/(*- *I, we choose a = c”(*- I). 
In both cases we have 
In the first case we obtain 
IanI < (2e(n + l))+‘M, 
in the second case 
Hence we have 
(2.10) 
where lIPI oo = max,.,,, i IP( and . . 
We consider now the case 1~ p < co. Let s be a non-negative integer and 
let 
Q(x) = - j’ P(t) t” dt. 
.Y 
Clearly, 
Thus 0 is a polynomial of length <m + 1 and Q + C is a polynomial of 
length <m. We shall apply the inequality (2.10) twice: first to the 
polynomial Q to estimate the constant term C, then to the polynomial 
Q(x) + C to estimate all the coefficients a,,/(n, + s + 1). 
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
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First application of inequality (2.10) gives 
ICI 6AllQllm. 
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(2.11) 
Second application gives 
la,,l/(n,+s+ l)dA(n,+~+2)“-~llQ+ Cl\,. 
From (2.11) and (2.12) we deduce 
lank1 ~~(~,+~+2YllQll, 
where we can take B = A(.4 + 1). Since 
Q(x)= - [’ P(r) t” ds, 
x 
[P(t)1 tS dt 
or 
I 
\jO 
tq’dt lI~ll~p~c,,~ 
) 
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1 
( 1 
‘14 
< 
sq+ 1 IIPII LJc.1) 
IlQllez G(&)“’ lIPll~~,(c,,, 
where l/p+ l/q= 1. From this inequality and (2.13) follows that 
bn,l GBB(n,+s+2)” (s+ll),,” lIpIILpw 
Choosing here s = nk we obtain 
b,,l G 2”4n, + l)“- l’qllpIl Lp(<.l, 
and the theorem is proved. 
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